The epistemic founding of Economics falls into misstep, on an ideatic path, with its object of study. There are two values which structure the theory responsible for this methodological fracture: yield and individualism. The extra-economical origin of the idea-generating sources has been fixed by The Enlightenment in mechanical physics, for yield, and in political philosophy for individualism. The path of knowledge in Economics was to be trodden by industrialism, seen as a technological system for the transformation of energy into mechanical work with a utilitarian destination, and for the creation of national states as machineries meant to administer the individual rights and freedoms.

Having technical support though, yield did not seem to relate to the social context; just like the state seen a supra-individual formula seemed neutral in regard to yield. What was about to transform the two elements into the determinants of the antinomic states of Economics was, on the one hand the idealization of Wealth and, on the other hand the materialization of Power, in the sense that the former becomes the substitute of the latter and vice-versa. Thus, yield has a non-economic goal – the control of Power, while the individual has a non-political goal – the control of Wealth.

The conversion of the goals is possible through a perverse way: Property is the basis of Liberty! The dissonance is dissimulated by the fraudulent equivalence of the values situated – through their meaning – in contexts which are non-equivalent either through causes or through effects. Wealth has, in this logic, individual righteousness, while Power validates its targets on the basis of Property.

Reality’s monochord constitution cannot be avoided due to the fact that Wealth is, in practice, the substitute of Power. Property is Power. Wealth is a problem of yield, while Power is a problem of property. The extended association goes in the same direction: the property is an individual’s problem, while Liberty can only find its solution in yield.

The deduction contradicts the expectation: the yield-driven individual has Wealth. The hard core still lies in the deductive detail: the absence of Property means the absence of Liberty. If a yield economy supports individual Liberty, the immediate assertion indicates that a free society is a political association of owners. Any statistic in history shows that such a thing is make-belief.

Otherwise, the universal access to property is seen as a political theme with no economic basis. Yield as a source of property nullifies the general value of individual liberty. If for millennia the structure of property has statistically limited the essence of
economic individualism, Wealth has executed a de facto reduction in the democratic eligibility of Power. Thus, Liberty only has a real sense when it refers to the individuals who own property. Resorting to yield Economics reduces society, while through individualism Wealth wields Power. That is why Democracy could only have been representative.

Yield is an economic variant of the law of progress interpreted as the multiplication of Wealth. In an explicit way the multiplication of wealth lead to concentration, which would mean the diminution of the access to Liberty. The correction which was resorted to due to strict reasons of political correctness presupposed the redistribution of Wealth into a certain proportion.

The wealth-state was a somewhat successful instrument. Its essential destination was to be a correction of the absolute conversion of Wealth into Power. The redistribution targeted the enlargement of the base of Liberty. Certainly, one special mission also took place, that of keeping safe from alteration the preeminence of the individual perspective on property, which was threatened by the ante-bellum failure of liberal politics and by the emergence of the communist experiment.

The attenuation of individualism in society by furthering the wealth-state was compensated by a surprising movement in the direction of the economic individualism of the post-bellum states, in the context of competition between the ideological systems. Economic individualism was subordinated to the political individualism of the state.

The architecture of post-bellum economy was the institutionalized effect of the individualism of the national states, on the pillars of the Bretton Woods construction. The states defined the degrees of access to economic liberty not only within, but also in the international economy. The rich states were truly free.

Wealth remained the basis of Liberty in the new situation as well. The free states have provided the package for the control of global Wealth.

The worldwide concentration of Wealth has conserved the dependency. Liberty has a hierarchy built by Wealth. The global Power has economic determination sustained by the ethos of liberty impregnated by yield and sublimated individualism.

QED: the global world is exactly opposite!
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